






About and Mission

food design handmade

Who’s Eleit. it?
Eleit.it is a startup with the mission of promoting, in Italy and abroad, an exclusive line of 
objects which, combining high design and excellent manufacturing “Made in Italy”, are 
an expression of the history of the territory to which they belong.

Eleit.it is a project that wants to enhance the “Italian Food Experience” aiming to stimu-
late a dialogue between designers, craftsmanship and Italian haute cuisine. From the 
synergy between these three expressions, through research and networking, it aspires 
to a careful selection of partners to create objects capable of establishing new expe-
riences in a process of exaltation of taste.

Eleit.it also develops marketing and communication consultancy projects for com-
panies that want to leverage the talents of the Italian territory such as food and wine, 

craftsmanship and design.

Eleit.it



About and Mission

Who’s Eleit. it?
The naming “Eleit” was inspired by the sound of the English word “Elate”, whose Italian 
translation is equivalent to the verb “to exalt”.

The “.it” put as a completion of the brand intends to express the union and synthesis of 
the process of meeting between different talents and experts from the world of Made 
in Italy.

Eleit.it is therefore an expression of Italian taste which is made up of a perfect balance 
between the three souls, symbols of Italian excellence: food, design and handmade.

food

design
handmade

Eleit.it, through the creation of original and exclusive 
objects, wants to explore the exaltation of protected 
raw materials and typical products, PGIs and PDOs 
ingredients and iconic recipes in the world, creating 
a synergy between tradition and design to give life 
to new taste experiences.

The Italian style of design has always sto-
od out, all over the world, for originality, 
beauty and functionality. Genius and te-
chnique come together to create timeless 
and highly inspiring solutions.

Italian handmade tells a story of quality, 
ancient knowledge and excellence. It is the 
treasure of its territory and its traditions, 
a unique and precious asset to be preser-
ved as a synonym of technique, ability in 
manual work and deep knowledge of ma-
terials.



Why Eleit. it?

Our partnerships 

Chef 
t o p  ex p e r t s  o f  I t a l i a n  c u i s i n e
Restaurateurs
Producing companies 
PGIs -  PDOs consortia

Designers
Auto-manufacturers

Manufacturing
artisanal  and 
art ist ic  excel lences

food

design

handmade

Eleit.it is the brand that meets Italian cuisine and handmade objects enthusiasts, to live 
a new food experience: unique, original and Italian in its most intimate essence.



food

design

handmade

Why Eleit. it?

Our Partners

Tenuta Vannulo

Laboratorio erre

Real Fabbrica 
di Capodimonte

Palazzo Petrucci
Lino Scarallo

400gon

Bhumi

Maura Ardu
Executive chef

Piatto Unico 
Emanuela Sala

Ceramiche
Calcaterra

Taverna del Capitano
Mariella Caputo

Astrid Luglio

Rua Catalana



The Team 

Titti Gallucci
Founder & Director

Entrepreneur, Marketing and
 Communication Expert

Raffaella Del Giudice

Product Development & Content Manager
Architect and Designer

P&R
Communication Agency





Line

Pyxis



Pyxis was created with the aim of enhancing the consumption of buffalo mozzarella, both 
from an aesthetic and functional point of view, an object with an innovative design but 
strongly influenced by the tradition of Greek vascular art, from which its name derives.
The project comes to life from an idea by Raffaella Del Giudice, Architect and Designer, 
who, driven by the desire to find herself around the table of her childhood, created a 
design object that is a tribute to her land and family.

The object was made in Capodimonte according to traditional processes: the ancient 
craftsmanship of the Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte, commissioned by Carlo di Borbone 
in 1743, has been handed down since 1961 within the Istituto Raro Caselli - De Sanctis 
with the aim to conceive and experiment the innovations of ancient art.
During the Bourbon period, mozzarella became a widely consumed food and it was in 
Capodimonte that King Carlo di Borbone decided to establish the Reale Vaccheria, a 
buffalo farm with an adjoining experimental dairy for milk processing.
Thanks to the collaboration of a third partner, excellence in the food sector, such as the 
organic farm Tenuta Vannulo, it was possible to experiment with the use and perfect the 
functionality of the Pyxis.

Tenuta Vannulo Laboratorio erre Real Fabbrica 
di Capodimonte



In ancient Greece, the use of Pyxis was intended for the female world: a box made to 
contain perfumes, jewels or medicinal ointments.

From the study of the sinuous shapes of this ancient object comes the design of a 
container for white gold whose closing element, once turned upside down, becomes a 
serving plate for the table.

Pyxis is an object capable of enhancing the consumption of mozzarella from both an 
aesthetic and functional point of view through an innovative design. This object is not 
intended to be just a container for storing mozzarella but also a serving dish which, by 

allowing the milk to flow inside the lid handle, improves its tasting.

Territory, history and design represent the three cornerstones
 of research that gave life to the  Pyxis.

Concept

Pyxis

Pyxis VIII sec. a.C. Pisside skyphoide IV sec. a.C Pyxis XXI sec. d.C.



 REAL FABBRICA DI CAPODIMONTE

The object was made with the support of the Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte, following 
the traditional processes.

 
The ancient craftsmanship of the Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte, commissioned by 

Carlo di Borbone in 1743, has been handed down since 1961 within the Istituto Raro 
Caselli - De Sanctis with the aim of devising new forms through the experimentation of 

ancient and innovative materials.

TENUTA VANNULO

With the collaboration of a excellence food partner, such as the organic farm Tenuta 
Vannulo, it was possible to experiment with the use and perfect the functionality of 

the Pyxis, container and serving dish for buffalo mozzarella, in compliance with three 
fundamental rules of consumption indicated by Consortium for the protection of 

Campania DOP buffalo mozzarella.





Pyxis

Pyxis, through its evocative forms of an 
archaic femininity, traces a hidden path 
for milk so that it is not wasted but kept 
in order to still govern mozzarella or to be 
used again in haute cuisine experiments.
The buttermilk flows inside the neck 
making the mozzarella dry at the time of 
tasting. 

Pyxis is then completed with a new 
accessory that, by reducing the diameter 
of the neck, allows to enhance the so-
called “white gold” in all its shapes and 
sizes, from the mozzarella bites to the 
braid.

Milk paths 

PYXIS - MILK PATHS
Container and serving dish for buffalo mozzarella.

Rules for consuming buffalo mozzarella

It must always be immersed in milk, its governing liquid, until the moment of 
consumption.

The quantity of milk that comes out of the mozzarella is directly proportional to its 
degree of freshness. However, letting the milk flow before savoring its taste makes 
it easier to consume by allowing you to keep the dish sufficiently dry so that the 
liquid does not alter the taste of other foods with which the dairy product is often 
accompanied.

If the mozzarella is not consumed in its entirety, it is necessary to keep the milk in 
order to store it correctly, prolonging its freshness for a few days.

1
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Technical  product sheet 

Pyxis

Ceramic. Hand-made in water-suspended earthenware paste on a model made in plaster 
on a lathe, fired for the first time at 1000 ° C, finished with a layer of glossy enamel fired 
at 980 ° C.

D: 30 cm 
H: 30 cm

about 2 Kg

32 X 32 cm
H: 20 cm

Material and processing 

Size 

Weight

Packaging Size







Partners

The Tenuta Vannulo organic farm, managed by the Palmieri family, is a company 
specializing in the production of dairy products, in particular mozzarella, yogurt and 
buffalo milk puddings. Born in 1907, the dairy has a long history behind it and represents 
a real pride for southern entrepreneurs.

ICEA certified organic farm, cultivates the fodder needed to feed their 600 buffaloes. 
Each of them is treated only with homeopathic remedies. Showers and brushes, rubber 
mats and music, state-of-the-art milking techniques to safeguard animal welfare, hygiene 
and milk quality. Milking robots allow the animal to self-manage with a more natural and 
less stressful pace of life.

The mozzarella is processed entirely by hand, in full compliance with scrupulous hygiene, 
exclusively with company milk, where there is the only sale point.



Raffaella Del Giudice was born in Naples but lived her childhood and adolescence in 
Pontecagnano Faiano, a town bordering the city of Salerno where the main economic 
activity is concentrated in the agri-food sector.
After the classical high school she moved to Naples to attend the faculty of Architecture 
at the Federico II University of Naples where in 2011 she obtained her master’s degree.
She continued to live and work in Naples for professional reasons, for the continuous 
stimuli that the contrasts of this city can generate and for the proximity to the land in 
which her roots remain.
The most exciting childhood memory leads back to daily family dinners: the undisputed 
star of the table is buffalo mozzarella. Her father, a livestock entrepreneur, every evening 
received from his “client friends”, as he liked to call them, white gold in all its forms and 
degrees of freshness: it is from those moments that the study around mozzarella begins.

The Porcelain Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte, created in Naples by King Carlo di Borbone 
in 1743 as a Royal Porcelain Manufactory, has always had a dialogue with Europe.
When Ferdinando di Borbone came of age, in 1771-72, they began to think of a new 
Porcelain Manufactory, whose production was a symbol of profound cultural renewal 
with the introduction of the neoclassical turn, probably made in advance of other 
European manufacturers.
Over the following centuries, this precious and ancient art of fire continued to live, 
protecting a glorious tradition known and admired beyond the borders.
Inside the Capodimonte Park, the Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte and the Istituto Raro 
“Caselli-De Sanctis” with Rare Address are still located today, established in 1961 with the 
aim of continuing the ancient artisan tradition, but also of designing and experimenting 
innovations in the sector.
The Institute holds the trademark of the Real Fabbrica, the only production company 
whose works can boast the “Bourbon Lily”.



Line

Riti



The Riti Line was born from the idea of exploring the starry evolution of the “scarpetta”, 
the dipping of bread in the sauce.

The goal is to enhance the gestures and memory of the Neapolitan cuisine table, of which 
the “scarpetta” is the distinctive language for something so good that cannot be left a 
trace on the plate.

400gon, young designers who won the 2018 Materia Design Festival in Catanzaro with 
the “Ciabattino”, meet the chef Lino Scarallo of the Michelin star restaurant Palazzo 
Petrucci. Eleit.it promoted the meeting with the chef ambassador and interpreter of the 
Neapolitan culinary tradition, also famous for his ragù.

The challenge grows and the idea of a line of objects capable of reinventing gestures and 
experiences related to masterpieces of Neapolitan cuisine comes to life. In addition to 
the “scarpetta”, other rituals arrive on the drawing board such as fried pizza and “cuoppo”.

Bhumi’s great experience in handmade design applied to food completed the project 
perfectly.

From this synergy of three great excellences comes Riti, the line of objects for tapas 
to be enjoyed both standing up and at the table capable of changing perception and 
integrating into the gestures of food with great creativity and functionality.

Palazzo Petrucci
Lino Scarallo

400gon Bhumi



Uniqueness of the dish and of the atmosphere, quality of the ingredients, the mise en 
place is the place where the dish is tasted.

The diner is an esthete of food and the act of eating is a real multisensory explosion to be 
savored with all five senses.

Each gesture brings back memories, smells and tastes, far or near in time.

Rituals, sensations, memories:
from the meeting of these elements comes Riti, a collection of objects that focuses on 

the triumph of gestures at the table.

Concept

Riti







Scarpetta

A tradition of our tables, a much 
appreciated gesture, by good 
connoisseurs. The “scarpetta”, you know, 
is not for everybody but for everyone.

A completely natural gesture. A 
“scarpetta” guided by a wave that divides 
the two moments of consumption of the 
dish, to enhance its taste and pleasure.



Soffio

The lightness of the pasta, the crunchiness 
of cooking, a small pleasure to be enjoyed 
in small bites. 
Like any self-respecting fried pizza, to fully 
enjoy it, it must be pierced to allow the 
steam trapped inside to escape. 

Soffio, a name that comes from this 
gesture, consists of a small, smooth and 
ergonomic half-cylinder, to be wrapped 
with your hand.

The “needle” plays a decorative but also 
functional role: it holds the fried pizza still 
and allows the steam to escape just like a 
light and pleasant breath of air.



Con-dita

Just like the waves of the sea that 
inspire the cuisine of our land, con-dita 
highlights small delicacies, enhancing their 
aesthetic value, releasing their scent and 
simultaneously stimulating three of our 
senses.

By wrapping your fingers like a ring thanks 
to its unique shape it allows you to dare 
combinations that enhance the taste.









Scarpetta Con-dita Soffio

Riti

Limoges porcelain. Handmade in Porcelain paste with the wire drawing technique and 
finished with glossy-satin crystalline baked at 1260 °.

L: 70mm
W: 50 mm
H: 31 mm

L: 80mm
W: 65 mm
H:18 mm

L: 120mm
W: 60 mm
H: 41 mm

70 gr 60 gr 60 gr

Material and processing 

Size Size Size

Weight Weight Weight

181 X 91 mm
H: 91 mm

Packaging Size

Technical  product sheet 







Partners

Lino Scarallo is more than a chef. He is a brilliant Neapolitan “scugnizzo”, pyrotechnic, 
with a volcanic creative energy that allows him unknown freedom to most in the 
world of haute cuisine. Son of the real Naples, he does not grow up among nannies and 
babysitters, but among the scents and colors of a world that is in danger of disappearing. 
He was born in the Sanità district. He got to know the flavors at home and on the street. 
The father is a butcher. But the encounter with the cuisine was born by chance. At 10, 
his parents used to go to the sea in Maiori, on the Amalfi coast. The road is all curves, 
climbs and descents. And little Lino hates that torture in the car. He prefers to stay home 
with is aunt despite the heat. He reassures his parents that he will cook, and begins his 
experiments. Cooking becomes fun and fun becomes passion. In 2006 the meeting with 
Edoardo Trotta. An entrepreneur who dreams of bringing great cuisine back to Naples. 
From this “marriage” was born “Palazzo Petrucci”. It is an extraordinary success. After 
just over a year, the Michelin star also arrives. The restaurant lives in the historic center 
of Naples with all its colors and its liveliness. Then in January 2016 the transfer to the 
Posillipo bay in front of Vesuvius, Capri and the historic Palazzo Donn’Anna, in a dream 
setting. Here the consecration as an extraordinary interpreter not only of Neapolitan 
cuisine.



400GON was born in Naples from the common passion of two friends and fellow 
architects, Andrea Arpenti and Marco Stradolini. With the designer Tonia Petraglia, the 
feminine soul that was missing from the group is added.
The heart of the work is to design.
“We believe in the value of design and apply it by moving from interior design to product 
design. From the intimacy of an apartment to the convivial atmosphere of a restaurant 
or hotel, we give identity to each project, carefully accompanying it from concept to final 
realization”. By participating in the Catanzaro Design Week 2018, the idea of working on 
a product linked to the ritual of the “scarpetta” was born. The competition envisaged the 
importance of combining tradition and innovation, so they started with a “Neapolitan 
rite” of the “gourmet” table. The intent was to simplify and bring the “scarpetta” back 
into the strict rules of etiquette; a beloved gesture by Neapolitans (and not only), viewed 
with suspicion but considered the final applause by many great chefs.

Bhumi was born in 2000 in Forino, in the province of Avellino, from the collaboration 
of Nello Antonio Valentino and Aniello Rega. Bhumi’s twenty-year activity lays its 
foundations not only in the creativity of its founders, but also and above all in its original 
ability to precede the most dynamic moments of the Italian and international art and 
craft scene. Over the years, the company has dedicated itself to both formal and technical 
research, analyzing most of the new materials. These studies were developed through 
Ariano-Milan and back with the Brera Academy (MI); TIGS International Gift Show in 
Tokyo; Top drawer Spring in London. Winner in 2003 of the Artisan Product competition 
in Como, with the product Ovolì table cruet. Hence also the collaboration with the Faculty 
of Architecture of Naples on the theme “Exercises in Drawing / Design Experiments” 
presented at the Milan Triennale. Collaboration with the Faculty of Architecture of 
Rome “La Sapienza” on the Solar Decathlon Europe 2012 competition-project with the 
Italian team Made in Italy - the sustainable mediterranean house, winning the Third 
Prize, while, in 2012, the company is the winner of the First Prize Palermo Design Week. 
Since 2019 Nello Antonio Valentino has been a professor of Forming technology and 
typology of new materials at the Academy of Fine Arts in Naples.



Line

Midnight



The project is the brainchild of Maura Ardu, a chef of Sardinian-Piedmontese origin, 
creator of “Casa Italia” where for years she has been spreading Italian culinary culture 
in New York, proposing iconic traditional recipes, finding tastes, manners and misuses of 
the spoon.

The Lombard designer Emanuela Sala, who has been involved in the Piatto Unico project 
to reinterpret handmade ceramics with the aim of enhancing the knowledge and heritage 
of historical Italian manufactures, accepts the challenge and proposes a design object 
with an innovative shape, the result of the careful research carried out in recent years 
and the desire to translate aspects of our contemporaneity into durable forms.

It is from the synergy of these two different experiences, on the Milan-New York axis, 
that the project materializes on a plate.

Maura Ardu
Executive chef

Piatto Unico 
Emanuela Sala

Ceramiche
Calcaterra



“Cacio e pepe”, “Gricia”, “Amatriciana” and “Carbonara” are traditional recipes of the 
Roman cuisine known all over the world. Each of these first courses retains its own 
history but is united by the creamy sauce, the so-called “cremina”.

With the aim of achieving a perfectly balanced experience, both for sight and taste, 
and to facilitate the act of wrapping long pasta shapes, the design of the Midnight 

Line was born: a “hybrid” plate on which the flat surface declines into a concave bend, 
whose section is obtained by the rotation of a spoon with respect to a central axis, 

transforming itself into a soup plate. 

Concept

Midnight



The Midnight Line recounts the first courses of Roman cuisine that are widespread 
throughout the world, accompanied by long pasta and creamy sauces, traditionally 
served in white glazed ceramic dishes, present on the tables of all Italian families.
Our dish remains in white glazed ceramic but through the half-moon shaped handle it 
receives the “cream” so that it is not added on the “nest” of pasta, leaving it to remain 
compact in the centre of the dish and enriched by the ideal amount of seasoning.

Inside the half-moon we’ll wrap the perfect bite, turning it into a gesture within everyone’s reach.













Technical  product sheet 

Midnight

Ceramic. Product handcrafted with the technique of pouring liquid clay into plaster 
molds, finished with a layer of glossy glaze.

D: 31 cm 
H: 3 cm

1,2 Kg

35 X 35 cm
H: 10 cm

Material and processing 

Size

Weight

Packaging Size



Partners

Maura Ardu, from Piedmont, of Sardinian mother, works and collaborates in New York 
in the world of Made in Italy fashion design, but in her Wall Street apartment, renamed 
“Casa Italia”, she has been spreading the Italian culinary culture for years, starting from 
simple and genuine ingredients linked to the excellence of our territory.
Mamma Maura Chef, the name by which she is known in the Big Apple, has been 
promoting Italian food for years, reworking the aromas, colors and flavors of traditional 
Italian recipes. 

In 2018 she won the MISS CHEF® New York award, the first competition among some 
of the best Italian and foreign female chefs: the aim is to enhance the eno-gastronomic 
excellence of our territory through the interpretation of traditional recipes.

From the experience of “Casa Italia” a profession was born: today she is Executive Chef 
consulting for Sauce restaurante, Private Chef, Chef Quality Consulting.



Emanuela Sala is an architect, who grew up and trained in Milan but always has one 
foot elsewhere, discovering the diversity of habits and ways of living. Her studies 
in anthropology and professional experiences in the communication sector play an 
important role in her design proposal.
She created PiattoUnico, a project dedicated to the reinterpretation of handmade 
ceramics, enhancing the knowledge and heritage of historic Italian manufactures.
Non-standard table art and design objects are the result of careful research and the 
desire to translate aspects of our contemporary world into durable forms.

The search for traditional forms and moulds becomes the starting point for the creation 
of tableware that is familiar but original, non-standard and carries a message, considering 
the table as an elected place of conversation and exchange of opinions.
The importance of our food choices and the role played by professional kitchens in 
today’s gastronomic culture have given rise to the desire to design dedicated objects, 
entering a more technical field but treating it with the lightness of play.



Line

Famiglia Oliva 



Famiglia Oliva is a collection of table design objects created to celebrate an icon of 
Mediterranean culture: olive oil.
The objects are made in tin-plated brass and copper, characterized by archetypal shapes 
and aim to suggest a new gesture, generate curiosity and tell a story about hospitality 
and well-being.

The naming of the three objects contains the three fundamental elements for the 
cultivation of the olive tree: Gea - the earth, Elio - the sun and Pigi - the spring.

The project was born from the collaboration between Astrid Luglio and Mariella Caputo, 
realized by the craftsmen of Rua Catalana.

Astrid Luglio is a Neapolitan designer transplanted in Milan, who has always been 
attentive to the creation of objects capable of activating multisensory stories, 
experiences that investigate the renewed need for involvement of the senses.

Mariella Caputo, sommelier, master oil maker and maître of the restaurant Taverna 
del Capitano, from Nerano, Terra delle Sirene, has always been attentive to read the 
succession of changes and the consolidation of new habits in the sharing of the
table.
From the meeting of these two different experiences the project Famiglia Oliva was 
born: starting from a Mediterranean icon, the olive oil, of which it proposes to tell its 
story and the ways of consumption suggesting new gestures.

Taverna del Capitano
Mariella Caputo

Astrid Luglio Rua Catalana



The telling of a story through table design objects that suggest a new gesture, generate 
curiosity and speak of hospitality and well-being, celebrating an icon of Mediterranean 
culture: olive oil.

Famiglia Oliva populates the table with characters with different connotations, designed 
to present and enhance oils with different organoleptic properties and origins: Gea - the 
“Bread and Oil” dish, Elio - the “Oil Spoon” and Pigi - the “Olfactory Taster”.

Concept

Famiglia Oliva 







Gea

Gea - the “Bread and Oil” dish, a welcome ritual that evokes archaic traditions and tells 
of the enhancement of a natural product and a supply chain with low environmental 

impact: you eat everything, down to the last crumb.



Elio

Helium - the “Spoonful of oil”, represents the ideal quantity to add to dishes: the perfect 
dosage to protect health, avoid waste as well as risks of oxidation and rancidity that 

can accelerate the perishable process.



Pigi

Pigi - the “Olfactory Taster”, suggests through the hole which is the first sense to 
involve in the evaluation of an oil: the sense of smell, to inhale the sweet, slow and 

intense smell with a natural gesture. Immediately after comes the taste, tasting it in the 
right quantity makes the oil spread in the mouth to perceive the aromatic components.









Technical  product sheet

Elio Gea Pigi 

Famiglia Oliva 

Tinned brass and copper

L: 55 mm
W: 150 mm
H: 150 mm

D: 120 mm
H:140 mm

D: 55 mm
H: 70 mm

<500 gr <500 gr <500 gr

Material and processing

Size Size Size

Weight Weight Weight

16 X 18 mm
H: 7 mm

Packaging Size



Partners

Mariella Caputo was born in Piano di Sorrento, she is a sommelier and owner together 
with her brother Alfonso, chef, of the restaurant “Taverna del Capitano” in Nerano-
Marina del Cantone in Massa Lubrense.
One Michelin star since 1995 and two stars since 2007, the best references in the most 
important international gastronomic guides.
The restaurant’s wine cellar, personally supervised by Mariella, contains about 15,000 
fine bottles and received the “Cantina dell’anno” award from the Espresso guide in 2000.
Master oil-maker since 1990, he participated as a member of the panel of tasters at the 
final of the Ercole Olivario in Spoleto (a prestigious award for quality extra virgin olive oils). 
She has received many awards and honours: for the “Ristoranti d’Italia 2006” de la guida 
dell’Espresso he is maître of the year. 

In 2016 She received the “Identità di sala” award in Milan for the best room service in Italy.
 
She is a founding member of the board of directors of the Italian Association of 
Ambassadors of Taste, a non-profit organisation, an expression of the excellence of Italian 
catering and confectionery: those who, through their profession, have distinguished 
themselves in the enhancement of the Italian food and wine heritage, brought together 
to do business, in Italy and worldwide.

Since 2016 she has been participating, with Alfonso, in the “Week of Italian Cuisine 
in the World” to promote Italian cuisine in the world and the fight against food waste, 
until now they have been engaged in the embassies of Madrid, La Paz, Cape Town and 
Pretoria.



Astrid Luglio, born in Naples, currently lives, designs and teaches in Milan.
She graduated in Product Design at NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti in Milan, 
where she now teaches the three-year design course Small Objects in English. Travelling 
is an important part of her education, Astrid has in fact lived and worked in Melbourne, 
Australia, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam and Oslo, Norway, where part of her family lives.

In 2016 he co-founded the collective The Ladies’ Room with which he started a reflection 
on contemporary design creating artefacts and experiences that investigate the renewed 
need for an involvement of the senses.

In 2018 he founded his own studio and began to collaborate independently with 
companies, galleries and individuals both in Italy and abroad. Design objects often 
conceived alongside experienced local craftsmen, but also mass-produced. 
His projects aim to generate an experience through sensory storytelling.

Rua Catalana was born in 1343 when Queen Joanna I of Anjou granted the Catalan 
tinsmiths their own road to boost trade in the Kingdom of Naples.
Since then, along the narrow Rua Catalana fanciful copper coffee pots, lamps and street 
lamps transform a simple alley in the Porto District into a fantastic setting.
At the beginning of the ‘80s there were about twenty tinsmith shops that worked every 
day for a clientele still lively and interested in protecting this ancient craft, today there 
are only six. A craftsmanship that therefore risks disappearing for lack of manpower and 
young apprentices. 

However, in 1997 Rua Catalana saw the rehabilitation of its workshops where poor 
materials are worked with the techniques of the tinsmiths: an ancient “craft” that has 
become tradition, tradition that has become art, thus becoming a workshop-quarter 
declared a World Heritage Site.
Riccardo Dalisi, Neapolitan artist and architect, was the author of this process of 
awareness raising. He contributed by designing the illumination of the street with 
lights supported by sculptures made in the workshops of local artisans. The lamp called 
“Napolino” was born and with its articulated supporting arms it represents the activity 
that takes place in the workshops, leading the visitors in the paths of this original open-
air museum.



Line

Inside Table



Inside table comes from the idea of synthesizing in a table the three cornerstones of 
Eleit.it’s research and creative process, a story of conviviality with a Mediterranean 
atmosphere in which nature enters the home, reminding us of the principle of everything.

Raffaella Del Giudice



Inside table was born from the idea of synthesizing in a table the three cornerstones of 
Eleit.it’s research and creative process: design, told through the shape and functionality 
of the table structure; craftsmanship, expressed through the technical knowledge of 
expert cabinet makers; food, represented by an olive tree, a pivotal element both from 
an aesthetic and symbolic point of view.

Inside table tells a story of conviviality with a Mediterranean atmosphere in which 
nature enters inside the house, reminding us of the principle of everything.

A beam of light from the inside reaches the foliage of the olive tree: the reflection on 
the leaves illuminates the circular table top inviting sharing and dialogue. 

Concept

Inside Table





Technical  product sheet 

Inside Table

Blockboard wood

D: 130 cm 
H: 75 cm

Material and processing

Size



Partners

Raffaella Del Giudice was born in Naples but lived her childhood and adolescence in 
Pontecagnano Faiano, a town bordering the city of Salerno where the main economic 
activity is concentrated in the agri-food sector.
After the classical high school she moved to Naples to attend the faculty of Architecture 
at the Federico II University of Naples where in 2011 she obtained her master’s degree.
She continued to live and work in Naples for professional reasons, for the continuous 
stimuli that the contrasts of this city can generate and for the proximity to the land in 
which her roots remain.
The most exciting childhood memory leads back to daily family dinners: the undisputed 
star of the table is buffalo mozzarella. Her father, a livestock entrepreneur, every evening 
received from his “client friends”, as he liked to call them, white gold in all its forms and 
degrees of freshness: it is from those moments that the study around mozzarella begins.







eleit.it

info@eleit.it

VAT number: 09247231211 

 Via Filippo Palizzi, 15 - 80127, Napoli, IT


